FURNITURE IN TRADITIONAL RESIDENCE HALLS

EXISTING BED AND MATTRESS

Steel Loftable Bed Frame
Twin XL Bed
86"L x 39"D x 60"H (max)

Internal Measurements
80"L x 39"D x 56"H
Yes, a standard futon fits within this distance

Loft height is adjustable in various heights, every 2.625"

When changing your bed height or configuration, it is important to disengage both hooks on each end of the spring. If both ends are not disengaged, damage to your bed may occur.

Mattress
Twin XL Mattress
80"L x 38"D x 6"H

NEW FURNITURE
Burroughs and Knutzen Only

Three-Drawer Chest
36"W x 24"D x 26.875"H

One-Drawer Mobile Pedestal
18"W x 24"D x 26.875"H

Study Table, Black Metal Legs
42"W x 24"D x 30"H

Black Armless Chair, Casters
20.75"W x 23"D x 33"H

Furniture arrangement is for demonstration only. At move in, the bed will be set at a low height with the desk and dresser set to the side.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Which halls are getting new furniture?
Burroughs Hall and Knutzen Hall are scheduled to get new furniture in summer 2024. Other residence halls will also receive new furniture over the next few years.

What happened to the gray wood from the furniture survey?
Most students who took the furniture survey either said they did not care what color the furniture is, or did not like the gray wood tone. Using this information, our office decided to select a neutral wood tone called Natural Rift.

Why is the desk being replaced by a table and pedestal?
Using a table with a disconnected one-drawer pedestal allows students to arrange their space for right-handed or left-handed comfort, or they can completely move the pedestal somewhere else allowing additional leg or storage space under the working surface.

Does this table include a hutch?
To maximize ways students can re-arrange their rooms, the table does not include a hutch.

Why is the dresser shorter than the table?
Short answer: This is due to safety legislation

Long answer: The STURDY Act, which stands for Stop Tip-overs of Unstable, Risky Dressers on Youth (also known as 16 CFR 1262 and ASTM 2057-23), was passed as law in September 2023. This law requires free-standing clothing storage units over a certain size to be anchored to prevent tipping injuries. This includes but is not limited to chests, chests of drawers, armoires, bureaus, wardrobes, and dressers that are:
- 27 inches or greater in height; AND
- are 30 pounds or greater in weight; AND
- contain 3.2 cubic feet or greater of enclosed storage volume.

Resizing the dresser to be shorter allows students to still re-arrange their room in multiple ways (versus being anchored to the wall) and follow safety laws.

Plus! If placing the dresser in the closet, a shorter size allows for more long items to be hung above the dresser.

What is the internal size of the dresser drawers?
The internal measurement of the drawers is 33" wide, 6" tall, and 21" deep.
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DISCOVER YOUR PURPOSE
EXISTING BED AND MATTRESS

Steel Loftable Bed Frame
Twin XL Bed
86"L x 39"D x 60"H (max)

Internal Measurements
80"L x 39"D x 56"H
Yes, a standard futon fits within this distance

Loft height is adjustable in various heights, every 2.625"

When changing your bed height or configuration, it is important to disengage both hooks on each end of the spring. If both ends are not disengaged, damage to your bed may occur.

Mattress
Twin XL Mattress
80"L x 38"D x 6"H

Furniture arrangement is for demonstration only. At move in, the bed will be set at a low height with the desk and dresser set to either side.

EXISTING DRESSER AND DESK


Five-Drawer Dresser
30"W x 24"D x 45.25"H

Desk
42"W x 24"D x 53.75"H

This furniture is scheduled to be replaced over the next several years.
EXISTING DRESSER AND DESK

This furniture is scheduled to be replaced over the next several years.

Desk
42"W x 24"D x 53.75"H

Five-Drawer Dresser
30"W x 24"D x 45.25"H

Hutch will accommodate 21" monitors
(Cord Management - Raised Back)